Synthesis of carbon nanofibers by CVD as a catalyst support material using atomically ordered Ni3C nanoparticles.
Atomically ordered nickel carbide (Ni3C) nanoparticles in polygonal shapes were prepared through the reduction of nickelocene. A novel type of carbon nanofiber (CNF) with twisted conformation was synthesized successfully by catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) using the obtained Ni3C nanoparticles at a relatively low temperature of 350 °C, which is below the lower limit temperature of 400 °C for the growth of CNFs using metal catalysts. The growth mechanism of the twisted CNFs from Ni3C was freshly derived based on the detailed characterizations. Compared with the growth of CNFs from Ni, graphene layers nucleate at monoatomic step edges and grow in a layer-by-layer manner, while the rotation of the polygonal Ni3C nanoparticles fabricates the twisted conformation during the CNF growth. The electrochemical activity and performance of the twisted CNFs loaded with Pt as electrode catalysts for a polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) were measured to be better than those of straight CNFs grown from Ni nanoparticles at 500 °C, since the specific surface conformation helps to make the loaded Pt more homogeneous.